
Archerfish & The Reversing Arrow Trick!

Wonder and Explore: Water can slow down light!

What you need: Clear cups, Jug of water, Plain paper, Marker pen
How to investigate: 
• Fold your piece of paper in half (like a tent / landscape card) 
• Draw 2 arrows on the front of your piece of paper
• Prop up your paper and set a clear cup in front of the arrows. 
  Which way do they go?
• Keep watching the arrows as your partner slowly pours water into the glass. 
  Which way do they go now? •The arrows change direction!!
Why? 
• This everyday magic is caused by the way light travels.
• The light from the arrow has to travel through the water to reach your eye. 

The water in the cup bends the light in such a way that the arrow seems to be pointing 
the other direction.

Keep exploring:
What if you have water just covering one of the arrows? 

The light travels at different speeds in the air and in the water, only the arrow 
behind the water changes.

Place a pencil in the cup of water. Look at it from the side. 
What is funny about how it looks?

Light travels slower through water. The more it slows down the more it bends. 
The bend in the way the light is moving creates the bend in the pencil that we see.
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Curriculumn link:

PHYSICAL 
SCIENCES
Light from a 
source forms 
shadows and can be 
absorbed, reflected 
and refracted 
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Draw an insect on your piece of paper then look at it through 
the water - does it move?

Ocean Link: 
The Archerfish may live in the ocean but it has decided that it doesn’t want to eat anything 
from the water, instead it catches insects from the air above! They use their mouth like a 
water pistol and shoot droplets of water into the air and up to 2.5m away!  
They are so good at hitting their target that they are in the Guinness book of records for 
super spitting!  What is amazing is that when they are aiming they know how to work out 
the bend in the light so that they know just where that insect really is. 

To show an archerfish in action try clips such as the first 90 seconds of  https://www.you-
tube.com/watch?v=S4G_MeUUZlI showing footage from BBC earth - Archer fish water pistol 
| wierd Nature | BBC

Other examples of refraction in action:

AQWA’s Shipwreck Coast underwater tunnel - The curve of the acrylic makes all the animals 
appear 30% smaller than they really are, that’s right - smaller!

Refraction helps flying fish escape their predators - Once airborne they are simply to hard to 
be seen! 

Ocean Day Fact: 

97% of earth’s 
water is in the 
ocean! 


